Below is the Shoals Marine Laboratory regular vessel schedule during our academic season. This schedule is subject to change without notice, due to programmatic, weather, capacity, or emergency needs. This schedule is for general planning purposes only, do not plan on availability unless you have confirmed with Shoals Marine Laboratory staff.

SML: Appledore Island
POMO: 315 Market Street, Portsmouth
NEW: 29 Wentworth Road, New Castle

**Sunday**
1315 JMK, SML-->POMO
1500 JMK, POMO-->SML

**Monday**
1030 JMK, SML-->POMO
1445 JMK, POMO-->SML

**Tuesday**
0830 JBH, SML-->NEW
0930 JBH, NEW-->SML
1500 JBH, SML-->NEW
1600 JBH, NEW-->SML

**Wednesday**
0815 JMK, SML-->POMO (Trash In)
1445 JMK, POMO-->SML (Food Out)

**Thursday**
0830 JBH, SML-->NEW
0930 JBH, NEW-->SML
1500 JBH, SML-->NEW
1600 JBH, NEW-->SML

**Friday**
1315 JBH, SML-->POMO
1500 JBH, POMO-->SML

**Saturday**
No transits to/from island, program trips only